Research Computing Cloud Ecosystem in Armenia
Academic Scientific Research Computer Network of Armenia
Institute for Informatics and Automation Problems,
National Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Armenia

Objective – Digital Ecosystem in Armenia by providing resources and services
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Hardware resources

Computational resources
Server type

Quantity

CPU/GPU model

Server parameters
CPU/GPUs

Cores

RAM (GB)

Total
cores

Thin

4

Intel Xeon E5-2630 v4

2

20

256

80

Fat

2

Intel Xeon Gold 6138

4

80

512

160

Accelerated

2

Intel Core i9-10900KF

1

10

128

20

2

Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3

2

24

128

48

Intel Xeon Phi 7120P

2

122

Intel Xeon Gold 5218

2

32

Nvidia V100 32GB

2

10240

2

244
192

20480
Total (cores)

EGI ACE (up to 100CPU
cores may be provided)

64
21096

Storage resources

Brand

Model

Type

HPE

MSA 2052

All-flash

Raw capacity
(TB)
2
8

NetApp

E2824

Hybrid

1

12

12

NetApp

E5760

Hybrid

2

720

1440

QNAP

TS-809U-RP

NAS

1

12

12

Supermicro JBOD Enclosure

NAS

1

40

40

HPE

Tape (cold)

1

100

100

Total (TB)

1620

MSL 2024

Tape (archieve)

Research drive
(nextcloud)

Quantity

CEPH/NFS/AFS
(computing)

Total capacity
(TB)
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IaaS Flavours
Label

Type

Description

General
Simulations

small-1
small-2
M1, M2
Practical-1,Practical-2

These flavors mainly used for
general simulations and tasks
where there is no need for big
number of resources (CPU, RAM)

HPC

HPC1-6

Optimized flavors with big number
of CPUs and Memory mainly used
for HPC tasks

Domain Specific

Large1-4

Powerful virtual machines for
specific domains where the
simulation needs to be run for
several days

Monitoring Tools

User Communities:
Simulations and computing

Supporting weather ‘nowcasting’ to prevent damage in Armenia

Extreme weather costs!
177 million USD 2009-2013
Agriculture sector of Armenia ≈20% of GDP
Predicting severe weather
should reduce damage
ASNET-AM’s IaaS Cloud
makes High Performance Computing possible
● Hydromet Service can make high-resolution
numerical weather prediction models
● ‘nowcasting’predicts small features such as
individual storms with reasonable accuracy
●

10
Armenian State Hydrometeorological and Monitoring Service

Supporting the multiwavelength monitoring of the bright Blazars
Fermi-Large Area Telescope

Extreme weather costs!
177 million USD 2009-2013

MW Light Curves

Agriculture sector of Armenia ≈20% of GDP

should reduce damage

Nuclear
Spectroscopic
Telescope Array

~150 Sources More than
10 Years of Data Collection

Results

Analysis

Satellite Data

Swift X-ray and
Optical Telescope
Predicting
severe weather

The
pict
ure
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnYBKwQGoOg
can
't
be
dis
International Centre for Relativistic Astrophysics Network in Armenia pla
yed

BroadBand SED
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Monitoring the environment with Earth observation in Armenia

10 metres
Pixel resolution
Satellite data providers
Sentinel-2

Landsat 7

Meteo Center
NAS RA
≈2 TB
Analyses
ready data
http://datacube.sci.am

Center for Ecological Noosphere Studies of NAS RA

Enabling computational materials discovery and atomic scale simulations

Computational materials discovery
Prediction of super hard materials
● Prediction materials for supercapasitors and
batteries
●

Atomic scale simulations
Simulation of gas adsorption mechanisms
● Calculation of electrical parameters of gas
sensors active materials
●

Faculty of Radiophysics, Yerevan State University
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Empowering the Armenian Genome project with HPC resources
● Drafting “Armenian” genome
● characterize Armenian genome
● demonstrate genetic continuity in the region
● trace genetic history of Armenians
● Population specific disease risk assessment
● characterize the genetic risks of disease

DNA sequencing
3000 subjects

development in Armenians
● identify population specific genetic markers
for disease diagnostics and prognostics
● Understanding disease development
mechanisms
● integrative genomics data analysis
● pathogenesis of cancers, chronic complex
diseases and FMF

1500 TB of Data will be
produced (~500 GB per
genome)

48 hours of computing per
genome on a HPC system
http://armeniangenome.am

Estimation of metastable states of proteins with HPC resources for drug design

● Antibiotic resistance is a huge problem.
● At least 10 million lives a year could be lost if
●
●

●
●

the urgent problem is not tackled.
Antibiotic resistance is a major threat that
"could kill us before climate change does"
Quorum sensing, cell-cell communication
system regulates virulence and antibiotic
resistance.
Targeting quorum-sensing is potential strategy
to combat antibiotic resistance.
Dynamical fluctuations reveal target sites for
Drug Design.

Department of Medical Biochemistry and Biotechnology
Russian-Armenian University

Open (blue) and closed (yellow) state
of L3 loop of quorum sensing
regulator LasR of P. aeruginosa

Adsorption features of some molecules on metal surfaces
• A fast adsorption of AOT
bilayers on gold (111) facet
•Second bilayer has little effect
on the structure of adsorbed
bilayer
• Spontaneous formation of AOT/BDAC mixed micelle in hemi-spherical
form , where up to 50% of AOT sulfurs are strongly adsorbed

•AOT tail inclination angle is
around α~19o-20o with respect
to the surface normal

•Orientation of polymer argues that the imidazole heterocyclic ring
plane is largely perpendicular to gold surface.
Meltonyan A. V., et al, Journal of Polymer Research. 2020, 27(4):1-5

Bioinformatics Group at ISEC NAS RA

Poghosyan A.H.,et al, J Phys.Chem
B. 2019, 123(4):948-953.

These studies help to understand the absorption mechanisms on the
metal surfaces, as well as to obtain high-quality metal surfaces covered by
polymeric/surfactant films that will have great applications in many areas,
including thrombo-resistance membranes for coronary stents, new
generation sensors, gold nanoplatelets, etc.
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Whole-genome-based phylogeny of ASF viruses

●

●

●

●
●

A genome-scale phylogenetic analysis was used to infer
the real evolutionary dynamics of Asfarviridae viruses
(ASFV) – and better define its genetic diversity.
Data of experiments include all complete ASFV
genomes from NCBI’s Resource as of March 2020
(n=60). The approximate length of the genomes of this
family is in order of 200,000.
Evolutionary history was inferred using the LCS
algorithms with neighbor-joining clustering method.
The evolutionary distances were computed using the
p-distance method.
Evolutionary relationships were assessed using the
MEGA-X, MAFFT, SDTv1.2 program’s packages and their
Python extensions.
Intensive computation workflow was organized on
virtual computational environment at the IIAP NAS RA,
as well as on complementary resource worldwide.

Cell Biology and Virology Laboratory of Institute of Molecular
Biology of NAS RA

Whole genome alignment
fragment and Phylogenic tree
of Asfaviridae.

Boosting laser physics and quantum computing simulations

ü Population transfer in a five-level atom based on the numerical analysis,
using chirped frequency method on a five-level system, considering all the
relaxation processes.
ü Modification studies of the fluorescence spectra of a room-temperature
atomic rubidium vapor in the region of 85Rb and 87Rb D2 line while
changing the temporal rate of linear scanning of laser radiation frequency.
ü Time evolution of laser beam intensity and refractive-index variation at
632.8 nm and power of 1 mW passed the LN:Fe crystal by Gaussian laser
beam with 10 mm thickness.
Institute for Physical Research of the National Academy of Sciences of Armenia

Supporting research and development on RINA, an emerging network architecture

RINA (Recursive InterNetwork Architecture) is
the best choice for the next generation
networks due to its sound theory, simplicity
and the features it enables.

ASNET’s virtual resources allow working on the existing RINA’s implementations by:
• Testing different network topologies according to the use cases found with
partners in Armenia
• Understanding and improving the implementations themselves

RINArmenia (https://rinarmenia.com/)
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User Communities:
Data management and analytics

Keeping your Linux operating system up-to-date in Armenia

Primary country mirror - mirrors.asnet.am
oFaster downloads for users
oSaving bandwidth
oReproducible package installation
Additional packages:
o Turnkeylinux
o Raspbian
o Dotdeb
o …

4+TB

Software Packages
& Repositories

Preserving the past for the future for the Armenian cultural heritage: TIME MACHINE

Aiming to digitize:
q > 60 million pages of periodicals
q > 5 million pages of books
q > 100,000 pages of manuscripts
q > 20 million archival pages
q > 500,000 museum items

•Memory Farms.
•Cloud
Solutions.
•Broadband data
transfer
network.

Needed capacities:
q 2.1 PB for pints and manuscripts
q 2 PB for photos
q 3 PB for audio & video recordings

Development of a digital library for memory institutions within the federated Cloud platform (hardware, software, digitisation equipment, OCR toolkit) for
efficient use of papers produced in Armenia and Armenian communities worldwide during past 300 years. Creation of a digital museum for presenting the rich

Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory (BAO)
Armenian Virtual Observatory (ArVO)
Tasks:
Ø
Ø
Ø

Joint projects:
Ø
Ø
Ø

Ø

2007-2009: ISTC A-1451
2008-2010: ISTC A-1606
2015-2019: COST Action
TD1403 BigSkyEarth
2017-2019: MES-BMBF

Ø
Ø
Ø

Building the Armenian Virtual Observatory
DFBS database and archive
Low-dispersion spectra extraction, analysis and
classification
SIAP and SSAP for DFBS spectra
Catalogs cross-correlation software
Data discovery

Meetings:
Ø 2009: CSIT
Ø 2015/2020: Astronomical Surveys and Big Data

Publications:
Mickaelian, A. M.; Sargsyan, L. A.; Astsatryan, H. V.; et al.. Data Sci. J. 8, 152, 2009
Abrahamyan, H. V.; Mickaelian, A. M.; Knyazyan, A. V.. A&C 10, p. 99, 2015
Astsatryan, H. V.; Knyazyan, A. V.; Mickaelian, A. M.. ASP CS 505, p. 220, 2016
Mickaelian, A. M.; Astsatryan, H. V.; Knyazyan, A. V.; Mikayelyan, G. A., BAOJP 2, p. 8, 2017
Knyazyan, A. V.; Astsatryan, H. V.; Mickaelian, A. M.. A&C 19, p. 23, 2017
Gevorgyan, Gh.; Knyazyan, A. V.; Astsatryan, H. V.; Mickaelian, A. M.; Mikayelyan, G. A.. A&C 34, id. 100442, 2021

User Communities: Networking

Bridging the distance with technologies - LoLa

LoLa is a low latency, high
quality A/V transmission
system for network musical
performances and interaction

LoLa helps to:
● to save time
● to save money
● to be more flexible
● to open new horizons
● to skip the pandemic

Successful case

≈ 3500 km
Hover Choir

Yerevan

LoLa enables to
perform:
● master classes
● rehearsals
● live concerts
● theatrical
performances
● dance events
● online education
● and even more

Capella Marciana

Venice
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ASNET-AM supports distance learning during the COVID-19 pandemic

ASNET-AM
provides
open
source web conferencing and
distance learning platforms
for science and education
organizations to assist in
organizing the online work
and educational process.
The platform’s capacity has
increased
several
times
during the past weeks to
provide a secure connection
of good quality.

o MEET.ASNET.AM

o BAREV.ASNET.AM
o EDU.ASNET.AM

• More than 1000
• Teachers
• Pupils
• Lectors
• Students

Future activities

Research
competencies

Novel cloud
solutions

Infrastructure
updates

AI

HPC over Cloud

HPDA

SaaS

EOS Computer
(12K cores)

Green ICT

Federation

International
cooperation
EOSC
OpenAire
ELIXIR

Storages
National
cooperation
Societal &
scientific
challenges
Industrial
challanges

